I introduce in the MV, algebras of Revaz Grigolia two chains of unary operations, which are the key in establishing many connections between these algebras and n-valued LukasiewiczMoisil algebras (LM, algebras for short). The study has three parts. It is self-contained as much as possible. The main result of the first part is that MV4 algebras coincide with LM4 algebras. The larger class of 'relaxed'-MV, algebras is also introduced and studied. This class is related to the class of generalized LM, pre-algebras. The main results of the second part are that, for n 2 5, any MV, algebra is an LM, algebra and that the canonical MV, algebra can be identified with the canonical LM, algebra. In the third part, the class of good LM, algebras and the class of @-proper LM, algebras are introduced and studied. @-proper LM, algebras coincide (can be identified) with Cignoli's proper n-valued Lukasiewicz algebras. MV, algebras coincide with good LM, algebras and with @-proper LM, algebras (n >2). I also give the construction of an LMs (LM,) algebra from the odd (respectively even)-valued LM, algebra (n>5), which proves that LM4 algebras are as much important as LMs algebras; the MV, algebras help us to see that.
Then for j such that k <j < 2k -2 we have kr < jx d (2k -2)x. Hence x ' (kx) <x.
Hencex and j > c, c being the center of J;
?? if n = 2k + 1 (k 9 2), then every j verifying: k + 1 <j < 2k -1, does not divide II -1, since it is too great: J = {1,2,3 ,.,., k,k+ l,..., 2k). Each chain has at most k + 1 distinct operations. Consequently, the canonical g.LM, pre-algebra 2, has, in both chains together, at most 2(k + 1) -3 = 2k -1 = n -1 distinct operations, since s1 = s{, and s,_i = s:_~, by [ll, 3. 101 and s2 = si_*, by Proposition 5.9(O). We shall see further (Corollaries 5.12) that it has exactly n -1 distinct operations only for it = 6 and n = 8. For example, the canonical pre-algebra 910 has 7 distinct operations: s{ = si (= rl), s; = . . = si (= r2), si = s$ (= t-j),
(notice that r4 and r6 are missing) and the canonical pre-algebra _.Y'2o has only 13 distinct operations: S{ = Si (=r,), s; = . .' = s& (=q), S'll = si2 = s/13 (=q), si4 = 
(ii) and ifk25, then Sk-_2 = q-1. 
(ii') and if k 26, then Sk-2 = Sk-l.
Proof.
To prove (i), let us put On the other hand, we have that 
Thus YZk-sX = s&ix.
To prove (ii), for x = i/(2k -l), we have:
1, i>3
??If n = 2k + 1 (k >2), the proof is similar. Cl Corollary 5.12. Let _Yn be the canonical MV, algebra.
(i) Finally, since the canonical operations r1, r2, . . . , r,_l are all distinct, we get that (i) is true.
(ii) follows by Remarks 5.10(i) and (i') and by Proposition 5.11(ii) and (ii'). 0 Remark 5.13. (i) We can count how many distinct elements do exist in the two chains.
We shall take L, = (0, 1, 2, . . , n -l} to avoid the work with fractions; then x $ y = min(n -1, x + y). An easy PASCAL program calculates jx, with 2 I j < IZ -1 and x E L,, where II = 2k (k >3) (which allows then to calculate Sj.x, by [I 1, 1.131. Remark that it is sufficient to take j = 2, k and x = 0, k.
Then an easy PASCAL program determines the other operations Sj and s$ which coincide and calculates the total number of distinct operations in the two chains (for n = 2k (ka5)).
To obtain the programs for IZ = 2k + 1 (ka6) one must change 'n = 2k' to 'n = 2k + 1' in both programs and the test 'kb5' to 'k86' in the second program. Programs are available from the author on request.
(ii) Since the canonical MV, algebra _.Yfl is a linearly ordered relaxed-MV, algebra, it follows, by [ll, 3.121 
is an LM2,_3 pre-algebra, with J' = { 1,2,. . . ,2n -4). In this pre-algebra, if we take only the distinct operations rj, j E J' and we rename them by rj , j E J, then: for n E {5,6,7,8,9,11} or for n E {4}, we obtain an LM, algebra (J = { 1,2,. . . ,n}), the canonical one, by Corollaries 5.12(i) and by [ll, 4. 10(i)], while for n = 2k (k>5) or for n = 2k+ 1 (k>6), we obtain an LM, pre-algebra, with m < n (J = { 1,2,. . . ,m}), by Corollaries 5.12(ii).
This 'contraction' of the chain (rj)j,J-J to the chain (rj)j,zJ is the effect of the axioms (M 13) and (Ml 3') from the definition of an MV, algebra [ 11, 1.51 added to the definition of a relaxed-MV, algebra [ 11, 1.141. 
Z=max{m]m(j-l)<n-l}, (10)
Then we have the following
Proposition 5.21. If 2',, is the canonical MV, algebra (n33), then @s(2'n) is the canonical LM, algebra.
Proof. In view of [I 1, 3.11, it is sufficient to prove that (rj)j,zJ are the canonical operations. By (8), (7) and (2) 
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Indeed, i < j + i < j -1 + li 6 I( j -1) < n -1, by the definition of 1. Hence Zi/(n -1) < 1 and thus Zi/(n -1) = min(l,li/(n -1)) = Zi/(n -1) # 1. If now li/(n -1) < 1 and we suppose that i>,j, then li>lj>n -1, hence li>n -1, i.e. li/(n-l)>, 1. Hence li/(n-1) = min(l,li/(n-1)) = 1, which contradicts Zi/(n-1) < 1.
Thus i < j.
??I shall prove now that if lj < n -1, then r,_jx = rn_lj(ZX). Indeed, first, lx=11 li
1, n-lj+li>n 
Remark that ifx<y thenx"*<y"* and ifm<p then xm*<xP*.
Let us note
Eci)(x, y) = (xi* V r2k-_iy) A (yi* V r>k_ix),i = 0,k -1.
Then (12) 3 9 E(')(x, y),. . . Je')(X, y)). Hence, we must prove that the operation ~3 2kf' defined by (20) coincides with the canonical operation @. Taking into account the definition of the canonical operation @ in the canonical MVX+] algebra and its commutativity, we see that it sufficient to prove that the operation @ 2k+' defined by (20) 
Now, in order to prove (21)425), we shall prove first the following four helpful relations:
(28)
To prove (26) we have
The proof of (27)- (29) is similar, by using (19) and (26). We can now prove (21~(25): ?? For n E {2,3,4}, MV, subalgebras of the canonical algebra 9'~Mvn' coincide with LM, subalgebras of the canonical algebra 9iLM").
?? For n>S: -Any MV, subalgebra of the canonical algebra .Z~Mvn) is an LM, subalgebra of the canonical algebra 9iLM").
-Not any LM, subalgebra of the canonical algebra 9fi = JZ'iLM") is an MV, subalgebra of the canonical algebra 9, = 6p~Mv"). -Any MV, algebra is an LM, algebra.
We shall analyse, in the third part of the study, those LM, algebras which are MV, algebras (i.e. for which the transformation Y is defined), for every n 2 5.
